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Abstract—In this paper we present a new device based on
tactile sensing, designed to act as a physical interface between a
human worker and an industrial robot.
Capacitive tactile sensing technology has been embodied in a
cylinder-shaped handle, in order to use physical interaction
information for safety purposes and to facilitate human-robot
cooperative tasks.
The device is intended to provide two levels of information: first
it can detect interaction force by measuring exerted pressure on
it; secondly it can provide a semantic detection of the human
hand.
A prototype has been implemented using 3D printing technology
and preliminary tests have been carried on for operation assessment.
Index Terms—Tactile Sensing, Human-Robot Interaction,
Hand Detection

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays the paradigms of Industry 4.0 are driving engineering towards the coexistence of different technologies
in factories and warehouses, touching several fields spacing
from communications [1], virtual and augmented reality [2]
and robotics [3], [4].
The latter category plays an exceedingly important role: robots
are required to be way more than assembly chain elements
with predefined tasks: they are expected to exhibit more
flexible behaviors with respect to their environment in order
to adapt and properly tune their way to execute the task. [5],
[6].
In this context the novel concept of Cyber-Human System
(CHS) is taking place: indeed the human operators are considered an important point in a flexible robotic application, since
they represent external unpredictable agents to comply with.
This concept indeed yields considerations about social and
safety issues, well addressed in occupational safety literature
like [7], proving the fact that CHS requires technologies
to implement and promote safe and proficient human-robot
interaction.
In particular this work will be focused on Physical HumanRobot Interaction (pHRI), whose major concepts are reviewed
in [8] and [9].
The rest of this section will present research background in
the engineering fields of pHRI and distributed tactile sensing,
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major topics of this paper. In section II a more detailed
description of the problem is given together with the novelties
and contributions of the work, while in section III a comprehensive description of the device from the hardware point of
view is presented. Section IV describes the experimental setup
which we adopted to perform early testing on the working
device, while section V gives an overall view of the final
pHRI application which will involve a robotic assembly setup.
Finally section VI contains conclusions and current state of the
work.
A. Pyhsical Human-Robot Interaction
Physical Human-Robot Interaction is a form of HRI in
which the human and the robotic agent have single or multiple
direct body contacts [9]. By its own nature it yields several
problems, mostly regarding safety: an undesired contact of a
human with an heavy robot operating at full speed violates
the force thresholds imposed by industrial standards resumed
in [10]. Many works like those described in [11] and [12] try
to address the physical interaction by means of admittance
control strategies relying only on feedback provided by
internal sensors and validated on small-sized robots, but this
is unfeasible when dealing with heavy industrial manipulators:
in general for safety reasons the direct contact with links
should always be avoided.
These considerations highlight the necessity for a pHRI
interface which can be added to the robot in a modular way
and in a place which is safer to be reached from the operator.
A similar concept is explored in few works like the one
described in [13], where hand detection is performed for
intention prediction, but without proposing a real application
and limiting use case to a lightweight collaborative robot.
B. Distributed Tactile Sensing
Considering the physical interaction problem, it’s useful to
have an high level cognitive processing which can be achieved
by means of tactile sensing: it provides richer physical information compared to force/torque sensors and proprioceptive
sensors embodied in a manipulator and can be distributed,
meaning that multiple contacts can be sensed simultaneously.
Distributed tactile sensing has been exploited for autonomous
applications such as [14] and [15] proving to be a valuable
choice when dealing with unknown environments.
Our previous works [16], [17] also show how distributed
contact sensing can be used to reconstruct and detect salient

features from tactile images generated from interaction such
as a human hand.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
As highlighted before, physical human-robot interaction
represents a noticeable safety issue in any case, mostly when
the involved robot is an heavyweight industrial manipulator,
usually conceived to work from the inside of a cage, isolated
from humans.
In this work we address the design and prototyping of a
modular device intended to be a physical interface between
a human operator and a robotic manipulator, capable of
providing human hand recognition even if there is no direct
contact between the worker and the links, avoiding to get too
close to the operating robot.
The key idea is having the operator recognized when its hand
grasps the interface: this will enable robot’s motion which
otherwise will be forbidden. Once this first safety procedure
is achieved, the robot could be used by the human as a 6-dof
movable support tool, absorbing the weightlifting efforts
during the assembly tasks.
Our main goal is to provide a physical junction layer between
human and industrial robot which first guarantees safety, and
then enables an high level interaction which can improve the
operator’s work and reduce his effort.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the target application. The robot is meant
to interact with the human in a neutral task workspace, with its behavior
controlled through hand detection.

III. H ARDWARE AND D EVICE D ESIGN
Now follows a detailed description of the implemented
device, focusing on design choices based on ergonomics and
sensor integration.
A. Mechanical Design and Ergonomics
The device is a cylinder-shaped handle intended to be
wrapped around a cylindrical bar, meant to be installed on
ad-hoc supports or as part of a frame.
Our design choices are motivated by the following assumptions:

•

•

•

The cylindrical shape of the handle has been chosen since
it’s simple and easy to grasp: in fact it ensures a natural
grasping pose for the human hand.
The external diameter of the handle is 64mm and is the
result of a trade-off: this size is larger with respect to the
optimal diameter expected for a cylindrical tool [18] but
allows an easier placement of flexible sensors and internal
cables, anyway ensuring a firm grasp for the user.
The division in two halves makes the cabling and the
maintenance easier, and allows quick assembly around
the supporting frame, which also has to be cylindrical.
The two halves are kept together by using neodymium
magnets and steel pins.

Fig. 2. Barebone upper side and left cap of one handle. The sensors (green
circles) are clearly visible. The handle is 3D printed with red PLA+ material,
the cap in white.

B. Sensors Integration and Electronics
The perceptual element of the handle is CySkin [19],
a planar array of capacitive tactile sensors which measure
contact forces by capacitance variation induced by deformation
of the ground plane. Each half of the handle has 320 discrete
sensing elements (i.e. taxels) arranged in 30 flexible triangular
modules, which ensure an exhaustive coverage of the cylindrical surface. In order to reduce as much as possible the blind
spots sensors have been added also to the side faces of the
handle: one peg-shaped cap for each side has been covered
with two modules (20 taxels), for a total of 680.

Conductive lycra is used as ground plane: it’s wrapped separately over the two halves and fixed by Velcro strips placed
in the internal space; two small patches also cover the sensors
on the caps and fixed by two masks.
The sensitive caps cannot provide a full image of the operator’s
hand but will be used in future work for detecting forces along
the cylinder axis which cannot be measured from the main
patches. An integrated processing unit placed inside the handle
collects the data from the skin patches through SPI protocol, to
be pre-processed and sent via CAN BUS to the host pc which
is meant to drive the device and obtain relevant information.
New measurements are available each 20ms.

Hand recognition is performed by HandsNet, a convolutional
neural network presented in [17] which performs a binary
classification task on the flattened tactile image detected by
the sensors.

V. A PPLICATION S ETUP
The use-case in which the proposed device will be validated
consists of a collaborative human-robot assembly cell.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We have performed tests to verify the operation of the
device on a static setup, depicted in Fig. 3.
The test bench configuration consists of a fixed base on which
the handle is mounted by using two external attachments,
used to lodge the terminal parts of the two caps.
In this case the internal bar is made by two 3D printed
cylindrical segments, in order to provide a support for the
caps and the handle.

Fig. 5. Simplified view of the windshield assembly gripper. Handles are
mounted in a configuration that allows manipulation both frontally and by
the corners.

The worker and the manipulator will cooperate to perform
windshield assembly and maintenance operations, in particular
the human will be using four identical tactile handles as
interface with the robot.
The devices are mounted on the frame of a vacuum gripper
built for the task, on four carbon tubes which act as support.

Fig. 4. Visualization during experiments. Top: Visualization on 3D mesh,
index and middle finger pressed in a ’v’ shape. Bottom: Unfolded tactile map
acquired during a full grasp of the right hand.

The host pc runs a ROS-enabled (but not ROS-dependent)
software architecture developed ad-hoc for efficiently
accessing the data from the skin patches: this provides
modules for human hand classification as well as diagnostic
tools which allow to visualize 2D and 3D models of the
device with contacts displayed online.

Fig. 6. Handle detail on gripper layout. Each device is mounted on a
pneumatic-driven mechanism.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for early testing of the device. The drawing resumes the three main components of the handle. The small image above is a sample
of raw tactile image which is used for training of HandsNet.

Even if the described artificial skin allows computation
of exerted force through pressure measurements, this feature
falls beyond the purpose of this specific application. The
admittance control of the gripper’s pose is enabled through a
6dof force/torque sensor placed right below the windshield
support. The distributed sensing capabilities of the handles
are exploited as a safety measure only in order to enable
robot’s collaborative operation mode.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this article we have presented the prototype of a device
for Physical Human-Robot Interaction designed to be modular
and robot-independent. We are currently performing tests on
hand recognition on the device in static setup and on the full
system composed by the gripper and four handles.
Moreover we are collecting data from different subjects in
order to perform a refinement training for HandsNet, to better
generalize its predictions over the new device.
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